Inclusive Entrepreneurial
Development
Entrepreneurship presents powerful opportunities: to
take ownership of your future, to achieve financial
freedom, to build a dream, to create jobs, and more.
At The Mill, we believe that our whole community
benefits when we increase access to those
opportunities—when we open the door a little wider.
ReBoot offers people in underserved populations six
weeks of hands-on, personalized entrepreneurial
training, in the comfort of a small cohort of similar
peers. Sessions are offered on a rotating basis and
tailored to groups such veterans, women re-entering
the workforce, and individuals who have been
formerly incarcerated.
Your sponsorship allows The Mill to lower barriers to
the startup ecosystem and help diverse new
founders find community, support, and success. Your
sponsorship will:
Help diverse citizens join the innovation economy
and earn higher wages
Position your organization as a progressive leader
committed to equity
Pave new pathways to self-determination and
independence for underrepresented
entrepreneurs
Thank you for your consideration and support.

What Our
Participants
Say
"Thank you so much.
I really enjoyed
doing this. It gave
me the confidence
boost I needed to
really get this rolling
and start working on
my other business
ideas as well. It has
been an amazing
opportunity."
"Being part of your
ReBoot Program has
me doing more
research on things I
need and want to
know about what I
want to do, and
reaching out to
connections I now
have, for answers I
need."
"The program is very
helpful! Everyone
involved was kind
and caring and easy
to speak with."

SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

SPOTLIGHT
SPONSOR

SUPPORTING
SPONSOR

$5,000

$1,000

Logo on the ReBoot
web page
Logo on custom Zoom
backgrounds for virtual
meeting sessions
Day passes to The Mill
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Shoutouts on social media
Mention in press release
Recognition on "Year in
Review" sponsor celebration
shared via social media
and email

Questions? Ready to sponsor? Email
andy@dimensionmill.org
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Building on
Local Success
Our community is
filled with great
organizations who
work with
underserved
populations every
day. We leverage
their know-how and
their work to identify
candidates who will
succeed in ReBoot,
to set realistic goals,
and to fill gaps. We
recognize that
partnerships with
great organizations
like New Leaf-New
Life and Courage to
Change, among
others, are key to our
success!

The Mill is the heart of southern
Indiana’s startup ecosystem
and its largest coworking
space. Our programs help
accelerate innovative ideas
and technologies into viable
startups.
dimensionmill.org

